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Editor 's Note : Resources for the Future is a privately funded policy 
researc h organization concen/r ating its efforts on natural resource 
problems . This article touches on the economics of the Wild Horse 
prcblem. 

Wild horse manag ement is an issue of national interest. Con
cern over human e treatment of wild horses and their diminishinq 
numbers led to protection under the Wild Horse and Burro Act of 
1971. Since then , rapid increase in the wild horse population has 
created conflicts with other users of rangeland. The current 
drought has caused the death of many horses and expansion of 
existing conflicts. The result is national attention on the problem 
-i ncluding a front -page article in the New York Times (July 30, 
1977) and a full-length program on national television (CBS, 
September 30, 1977). 

Discussi on has focused on management discretion and the 
allocat ion of public range reso urces. Public range managers 
would like to expand their managerial discretiipn. They are 
acutely aware of the great expense of some currknt practices. 
Humc1ne and wild horse organ izatio ns recog nize the problem but 
find the past record of public managers suspect and, therefore, 
are hesitant to tamp er with the current law. Meanwhil e, other 
range land users find themselves in direct competition with wild 
horses. Stockmen question the importance of a large population 
of wild horses at the expense of their own livelihoo d, while 
environme ntalists are conce rned with the impact on other wild
lrte. Each of these perspectives was sum marized at a national 
forum , "The Wild horse and the Western Public Lands," at the 
University of Nevada , Reno, Apr il 5-7, 1977. 

This paper sugges ts we express our knowledge of the wild 
t1orse issue in an economic framework and, thereby, draw 
conclusions about efficient allocation of those public resources 
(rangeland, labor , equi pment, and dollars) used by wild horses in 
compet ition wi th domestic livestock and wild game . There are 
three parts of the paper : ( 1) the genera l princip les of resource 
alloca tion , (2) the general wild horse case , and (3) suggestio ns 
for developing a quantitative evalua tion in a particular grazing 
district. 

- - - - --- - -
Moue the Author : Bill Hyde is a native of New Mexico with graduate deg mes in both 
forestry and econo mics. For the ,:: 1st several years his research has focused on 
p.Jblic lanrl management. part_icularly manag_ement for conflicting timber and 
recreati ona l u.ses . His inter est 1n wild horses 1s a natural outgrowth of his New 
Mexico background and his research. 

Principles of Resource Allocation 

There are two fundament al economic problems, efficiency and 
equity. We shall discuss .efficiency first and return to equity later. 

Effic iency is the prob:em of maximizing social welfare from a 
given resource base. ~rofit maximization by each individual in a 
competit ive market economy simulates welfare maximization . 
That is, socie ty obtains 'its highest valued output from the land 
and ott1er resources if we follow,,certain allocational rules : (1) 
Expand operation when ever the benefits due to the last unit of 
input are equal to or greater than its costs. (2) When there are two 
inputs, if the benefits from the last dollar's worth of the first 
exceed thos e of the last dollar 's worth of the second , sell some of 
the second and buy more of the first input . If these rules do not 
hold for all inputs and all individuals, then sales occur and 
resources real locate as one profit -maxi mizing individual ex
dla nge s with another until the rules do hold. 

Notice that this system bears no prejudice against the prefer
ences, desires, or values of any citizen . If your preferences do 
not infring e upon mine, you may pursue them, without judgment 
by me, until they no longer bring you benefits commensurate with 
your costs. If your preferences do infringe upon mine, as they 
might if you were a wild horse lover and I a rancher, then you 
would have to compensate me for my loss due to infringement by 
you. There is no need to stand judgment on anyone's prefer
ences except as they affect one 's own . 

There are socia l costs and benefits , however, which fail to 
enter the market-f or example, the cost in lost forage when wild 
horses trespass on private land. As a result, the market does not 
provide for all goods, serv ices, and amenities at the levels we 
prefer. Endangered species provide an example . It would be 
difficult to protect endange red species at a level commensurate 
with the sum of individual preferences for protection if shares in 
members of each spec ies were sold in the market. Such goods 
as enda nge red species are called "public goods." Public goods 
are ( 1) those goods which it is impossible to provide to some 
people but not to others (nonexcl usion) and (2) goods for which 
the cost of collecting fees (transactions costs) is high relative to 
the valu e of t11e good itself . The wild horse case includes both 
nonexclusion and high transactions cost aspects. 

The existence of publ ic goods is justification for publ ic inter
vention. Private individua ls cannot profitably provide efficient 
leve ls of public goods. The public agency responsible for each 
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goodr:"l imally )'j.llnra tes reso~rces in accordance with the Public resource managers now include management of wild 

-bempe-ti'iive market ru!es It has lhe difficult problem, however, of horses in their land use plans . Too often, however, they are 
seterminin g just w11at are the goods· inc~emental benefits and satisfied with the simple knowledge that consumer demand 
costs. For example, it is difficult enough assessing the ecological exists befor e turning to the easier questions of production. They 
in o ct of another yVild ho, . ·et alone evaluating its social costs show little interest in the level of demand. They are handicapped 
a d benefits in dcillar terms . by the paucity of data on wild horse demand, but if they are to 

The Bureau t-Jf Land Management provides an excellent efficiently allocate public resources, they must not only be aware 
example of jusiifiable public intervention . Before the Taylor of this problem, they mu.<;t overcome it. 
Grazing AL'\, rc\nge was open to anyone's stock. Nonexclusion From this statement of the wild horse problem, we can now 
led to overgrazing and prevented individual ranchers from turn to its qualitative evaluation. The general procedure for wild 
making range improvements because they could not be certain horse management compares consumer benefits with manage-
d capturing the full benefit of their efforts. This problem could .,ment cos ts. Again, efficient allocation of public resources occurs 
have been solved by selling the public land to individual stock- when an additional unit of management (one dollar's worth of 
men , but to do so would have been to ignore, therefore to labor, for examp le) yields as much benefit as it costs. The 
misallocate, other public goods originating on the public land. qualitative benefits and costs are: 
The solution is for each use of public land to pay its own way to • benefits = 1) value of recreational viewing of the horses, plus 
the extent that ( 1) the use is exclusive, (2) its costs are , ' 2) the vicarious values 
identifiable, and (3) transactions costs are small. Thus, ranchers ·i .costs ,__ 1) the opportunity value for domestic livestock and 
are required , under the new Organic Act , to pay the fair market ~ - wildlife forgone , plus 
value for grazing rights. Nonexclusion and t1igh transaction s 2) tt1e separable cost of managing wild horse, minus 
costs, nevertheless , may still prevent SLM from covering the ,~ ((3) the value of wild horses to their foster parents , plus 
costs of maintaining the public land for its recreational and i U) the cost of public scrutiny of foster homes , plus 
vicarious values. · 5) the cost of negative externalities created by the horses. 

We have discussed the rules for efficient resource allocation, The actual quantities depend on (1) the character of the basic 
as well as the justification for public intervention. We can turn to resources and (2) the availability of alternatives. 
the other fundamental economic problem, equity. Equity refers to · The value of recreational viewing of wild horses is straight-
the distribution of wealth. Adjustments in the wild horse popu- forward-if difficult to calculate. It is the value of the thrill a 
lation have their most significant impact on stockmen, but there schoolchild, for example, gets when he observes a wild herd. 
already exist many public measures for protection of this group's Vicarious values are those gained thr'ough the enjoyment of 
overall well-being. When adjustments in lhe wild horse popu- others or through just knowing wild horses will be there whether a 
lation create particular hardship for an iridividual stockman, person ever sees them or not. Given the nationwide support for 
however, equity is an important concern-for example, when wild horses from people who are unlikely to ever see more than a 
efficiency requires one ranch to forgo a substantial portion of its picture of a wild horse , vicarious values may be large in our case. 
public grazing rights . Such cases may require additional con- Opportunity cos t is the· value of livestock and game forgone 
sideration , including public assistance to ease the ranch's adjust- because horses are on the public range. There are many costs of 
men!. Such cases are probably isolated and can be handled as general range management. Those directly due to wild horses , 
they arise. and not for jo int management of range for several purposes, are 

separab le costs. The most obvious separable costs of wild horse 
management are round-up costs and the legal costs incurred (n 

The General Applied Problem defense of public agency management. Other costs include 

The first thing we can do about the wild horse issue is to extra measures required to ensure humane treatment , including 
dismiss all arguments about the "nativeness"/ of today's wild enforcement of regulations on foster homes. They are decreased 
horses. It is sufficient that some people have ,! preference for by the va lue of wild horses to their foster parents. Negative 
maintaining them. Tl1e job of the public resource manager is to externa lities are unwilling costs incurred by private individuals 
see that this preference , like all . others, is met at a level and due to public wild horse management, notably unwanted 
commensurate with its costs . wild horse grazing on private land 

Of course it is reasonable to inform the public of the fact Even without quantifying these values, there are a few things 
regarding these horses· ancestry-but it is not clear just what the they suggest abou t optimal resource allocation: (1) an advantage 
facts mean. These horses may not be direct descendants of the to public, as opposed to private, management , (2) an advantage 
original Spanish horses, but this does not mean they are for a few central ized ranges, and (3) a tradeoff between viewing 
unnatural in their environment. Just what is natural or unnatural and vicarious benefits on the one hand and humane treatment on 
at this moment in time, or just what is the optimal historical link, is the other. 
somett1ing for biologists and historians to argue The fundamen . The difficulty of exc luding nonpecuniary benefits. as well as 
tal point for us is that no one has the authority to judg e another 's •tie high transactions costs, both suggest wild horses are best a 
prefere nce vis-a-vi s wild horses once the facts are availab le. publicly managed resource. The difficulties in separating live-

Once we have accepted the preferences of some for continued stock and game uses from wild horse uses of the range reinforce 
existence of wild horses, then we can proceed to discuss wild this suggestion . 
horse management. And wild horses must be managed, other- The way to obtain maximum recreational viewing benefits for 
wise overpopulation and coincident destruction of the range will the dollar may be to concen trate the horses on centralized 
lead to numerical cont1 ol by stan1ation and disease. Predators do ranges particularly suited for them, like the National Bison Range 
not play a large role. One 0 : the co-issues in wild horse or various waterfowl sanctuaries. Viewing stations along roads 
management is humane treatment. There is nothing humane and trails could be built with greater confiden ce that viewers 
about _destru ction of the range for a/I uses and c:onfrol by would see wild horses from them than from the open range. 
starvation. ,t:,j-- /,4. / ..L Managem ent costs would diminish aS conflicts with domestic 
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livestock use of the range disappear and as the protection effort level. Actual quantities , solution to the allocation probl em, must 
is concentrated. Such National 1'Vild Horse Ranges would have reflect site-specific land capabilities . 
to be taken from rang e currently devoted to other uses. Thus an A demonstrative case study could help guide land managers. It 

additional cost of sep arate wild horse ranges might be the cost of should be completed by research scientists with both economic 
purchasing grazing rights from their current owner s. Finally, we a:1d biological abilities. The job is complicat ed by severe data 
cannot overlook the fact that these ranges would have to be shortcom ings. Estimates must be made, nevertt, eless, for each 
carefu lly chosen with the horse 's natural range in mind , other- bene fit or cost before any allocational conclusions can be drawn. 
wise they could easily escape, first introducing on adjacent And we all know these conclus ions will be drawn . If they are not 
grazing land intend ed for domestic livestock and wild game, and drawn from poor estimates, they will be drawn from ignorance . 
eventually ranging afar and creating all the same problems we Poor es timates are preferable to ignorance . 
have today. The case study should be chosen from a geographic area of 

Mistreatment is a major reason for interest in wild horses, and sufficient size to include a full annual range for a wild horse 
it raises some difficult questions . Given that manag ement im- popul ation. The various costs can be gathered from the budget
plies some control on population levels- some removal , in- ary exper ieri<;:_e:of local public agencies and rancher permittees . 
eluding killing- then concern over mistreatment suggests that - Belt er cost esfimates can be obtained wt,ere public agencies use 
any killing should be done quickly, minimizing the agony. This is ' prog ram budgets that associate input costs with output values. 
no different than tt1e treatment we expec t in the process ing of all Marke t prices can determin e the opportunity value of domestic 
livestock . Shooting is acceptable, and there is no !,arm in lives tock use. Where land use costs are unknown - particularly 
rendering the remai ns. Rendering could be looked upon as tile costs associated with..various management impacts on the 
conserving a reso urce, as well as a means for r;>roviding addit ion- land , the horse popula tion, and its competito rs-simi lar experi-
al financing for wild horse management. It is importan t to ences elsewhere may provide insi[;ht , but biological expertise 
recognize that the additional costs of otl,er answers to mistreat- must be consulted to ensure that the exper iences are similar. 
men! questions imply that less money remains for other wild ._Benefits of the r~creational viewing and vicarious value sort 
horse management issues, including providi ng for recreat ional are particularly difficu lt · to estimate . We cannot ignore them, 
viewing of the animals. Thus there is some tradeoff between the however, if we expect to ju stify any level of wild horse population 
preferences for ( 1) humane treatm ent and (2) viewing oppor- whatsoever. Experience in benefit estimation is limited, but some 
!unity. guidance can be obtained from other efforts at wildlife evaluation. 

The conclusion is one we already know'. The wild horse is The economic theory ·is well developed . Its apP.lication can be 
certa inly no all-or- nolhinLl issue. Manage rs and users must valuable in development of fair laws and guidlines for land 
consider a variety of alternatives and competing issues - even in manage ment wher e wild horses are involved . 
their own minds and aside from the valid preferences of others. 

Quantitative Evaluation 

The benefits and cos ts must be quan tified to be useful for 
manage ment. Benefits and costs will not be the same for all sites . 
Therefore, quantificatio n must occ ur on the land-op erating unit 

! 

In conc lusion, the wild horse is no all-or-nothin g problem . The 
laws and management practices concerning rangeland and wild 
horses need to be fully considered and amended or modif ied to 
keep within practical economic and social limits. Careful analysis 
of the prob lem for a localized demonstrative case would provide 
policy and management guidance 

Marketin g Alfalfa Lea,fcutter Bees 

The benefits from leafcu:1er bees in western Canada run into the millions every year, from 
selling bees and from the production of pedigree alfalfa seed. 

The nature and manageability of lea/cutt er bees make them suitable for buying, selling, 
and renting . To encourage the expansion of this entomological industry, the Lethbridge 
Research Station t,as developed methods for estimating bee populations . 

Suc h a system i~ needed to ensure fair prices and fair value for the s~le of surplus bees. 
Accu rate estimates must be based on known measures of precision, or bench marks , for the 
number of cocoons, females and parasites .-Week /y Letter , Research Station, Lethbridge 


